354 Polygon-level analysis with polygon fixed effects and standard errors clustered at the municipal level. Analysis is weighted by the product of a population weight (to be representative of all residents in the study neighborhoods) and a saturation weight. P-values in parentheses, stars indicate significance at * 90%, ** 95%, 
Balance Tests for Predicted Changes in:
Regression first regresses the R1-R2 change in each index on a battery of baseline covariates in the control group. Fitted coefficients are then used to predict changes in the treatment and control group alike, and the table shows balance tests for the difference in these predicted changes between treatment and control. Polygon-level analysis with standard errors clustered at the municipal level. Analysis is weighted by a population weight to be representative of all residents in the study neighborhoods. Standard Errors in parentheses, Stars indicate significance at * 90%, ** 95%, and *** 99%.
